
Youth and Student Leaders Manifesto for the 2013 Elections 

A call for a clean, honest, accurate, meaningful and peaceful election in Abra 

 

WE, the Youth and Student Leaders of the Province of Abra, gathered together by the passionate 

aspiration to represent the following concerns and advocate proposals for genuine and relevant reforms 

to the candidates in the local 2013 Philippine Midterm Elections; 

 

WE believe that each individual must enjoy his/her full rights as a citizen as enshrined and strengthened 

in the 1987 Philippine Constitution and in consonance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 

 

WE believe that the exercise of suffrage is a solemn act of sovereignty. It is indeed distressful and 

lamentable that the reported series of election related acts of the different candidates of the Province 

of Abra both in provincial and municipal levels had now become very alarming; 

 

WE, the Youth and Student Leaders of the Province of Abra, strongly denounce the numerous cases of 

actual and attempted electoral fraud, cheating, manipulation, and sabotage in relation to the local 

elections in the Province of Abra; 

 

WE denounce the act of defamation, inappropriate tactics of intimidation, false allegationsand character 

assassination of the candidates against their fellow candidates; and today a call on all local candidates to 

denounce and reject dirty campaign tricks like mudslinging and defamation of their opponents. In 

particular, we vehemently object to the alleged political campaign moves of both mayoralty candidates 

of the Municipality of Bangued, declaring murder as common to both parties; 

 

WE believe that these election offenses that are seem to be increasingly happening despite the signing 

of election covenants by leaders of major political parties as an assurance for a peaceful, honest and 

orderly election, will surely degrade our effort for the conduct of a clean, honest, accurate, meaningful 

and peaceful election and thus put this sacred and essential democratic exercise into jeopardy; 

 

WE also condemn the actual and attempted cases of vote buying in the entire Province of Abra; 

 



WE believe that all these abhorrent tactics teach pollute the minds of the youth. They teach us how 

money, power and people can be manipulated to one’s advantage; the dirty side of politics is corrupting 

the concept of morality of our youth in the Province of Abra; 

 

WE believe that if intimidation, false accusations, and killings are candidates' programs for each of the 

respective towns in Abra, the candidates do not deserve the votes of the people. Abrenians have the 

fortitude and principle to elect whom they think could advance their welfare; 

 

WE, the Youth and Student Leaders of the Province of Abra have spoken loud and clear in the local 

election. The voice and choice of our people must not be frustrated. We must ensure that our votes 

reflect the true voice and will of the Abrenian electorate; 

 

WE, therefore, call on our local candidates to abide by the laws, rules and regulations promulgated by 

the Commissions on Elections; to treat other candidates they want them to treat himself or herself; to 

campaign on issues only so that character assassinations and false promises will not be part of the 

strategies; to refrain from using guns, goons and gold to win the election; to strongly admonish their 

followers and supporters to desist from using violence, deceit fraud and other unfair dishonest practices 

to ensure their election; to remember always that as God’s steward on earth, they must promote a safe, 

clean and fair wholesome environment and an unequivocal reverence for life; to abide by the decision of 

the majority and to be magnanimous in victory and graceful in the defeat; 

 

WE also call on the candidates to explain and/or debate on their campaign platform, program and 

position on relevant local issues, and allow their opponents equal opportunity to speak on their 

programs; 

 

WE also call the candidates to uphold the fundamental principles of democracy that sovereignty resides 

in the people and to bind them to the truth that the ballot is an expression of the sovereignty will and 

that it is sacred; 

 

WE also call on the candidates to conduct their campaign by the law and rules in the spirit of good grace 

and friendly rivalryand to strive for a fair political battlefield; 

 



WE, therefore, call on the Filipino people to continue guarding their votes militantly even as we laud the 

teachers, the independent media, PPCRV, NAMFREL, and other election watchdogs for their dedication 

in making sure that the votes are counted properly and honestly and for their bravery in exposing and 

opposing electoral irregularities and shenanigans.  

 

WE also call on the election officials – the COMELEC commissioners and employees, local election 

officers, and members of the boards of canvassers – to perform their sworn duties with courage and 

integrity. We plead not to allow dagdag-bawas operators to delay the canvassing of votes for the 

purpose of rigging election results or thwart any attempt to sabotage the elections and undermine the 

voters’ will.  

 

FINALLY, WE call on all local candidates to respect the voice of the people and to refrain from frustrating 

their choices. We demand that you bear in mind that any tampering with votes to fabricate results 

unacceptable to the people will most certainly re-ignite the issue of this administration’s legitimacy and 

bring our society to a more intense state of political crisis and instability that will adversely affect our 

province’s climate for economic development and business investments. 

 

ADOPTED this 9th day of May 2012 at Bangued, Abra, Philippines. 

 

For the Youth and the People of our Province, we remain. 


